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The essay question
The first year essay was written in response to a case study concerning
Julia, the new member of an executive team. The case study provided
information on what happened at a meeting where Julia gave a
presentation. Students were asked to answer these questions:
Why is Julia experiencing difficulties in the executive team
and what actions can be taken to remedy or improve the
situation?

Essay outline
This outline forms the basis of the Management essay. Note that the essay
contains a number of features which are associated with report writing,
such as the use of headings and listed recommendations.
Thesis
aim of the essay and outline of contents.
• helping Julia with interpersonal skills and building trust
• conflict management and team building
• definition of teams and team building
Argument
Julia is experiencing difficulties because she doesn’t feel part
of the executive team
Argument
there are poor working relationships throughout the
company.
Argument
part of Julia’s problem is that the executive team is a male
dominated environment

Learning objectives
This module will help you to:
• understand how a well written essay
is structured
• understand what a well written essay
in your discipline is
• use evidence to support and develop
arguments
• incorporate references in an essay
• use academic language

Transition - Argument
transition from identifying problems to discussing solutions
Recommendations
• Julia has to: improve her communication skills,
• participate in discussions,
• has to build relations of trust,
• communicate concisely,
• develop conflict resolution skills,
• improve how the group functions as a team.
Conclusion
the suggested solutions would benefit not only Julia but also
the group

University of
Wollongong

Essay annotations
Annotations are provided in the right hand column. These annotations highlight
significant features of the essay, such as structure and how evidence for the
argument is built up and incorporated. The annotations in ‘text boxes’ comment on
language features and referencing conventions. For further information on these
features see the relevant self access module.

Student essay

Comments
Essay or report?
Management essays
may contain features
of reports, such as the
use of headings. The
introduction to this
essay is like an
introduction to a
report: it includes aims
and an outline. The
student could have a
clearer thesis statement in the introduction:
e.g. The difficulties
Julia is experiencing
are due to the following
main factors ...

This essay identifies the reasons why the case study focus,
Julia, is experiencing difficulties functioning in the executive
team. It also proposes strategies which should help Julia to
remedy or improve the situation. The strategies outlined
involve helping her with interpersonal skills. They also
include some guidelines for building trust as well as for
collaborating with her fellow team members. In addition,
guidelines are outlined for managing conflict, as well as the
concept of teams and what she needs to do in order to
become part of one. A team has been defined in the
literature as two or more individuals who work together
toward a common objective (Whettan and Cameron 1995:
p. 545). Team building is the term commonly given to
intervention techniques designed to improve the functioning definition of key
of a group (Dunford 1992: p. 118).
concepts
One reason Julia is experiencing difficulties is she does not
feel part of the executive team, and she has different goals
to them. The group is made up of managers who are in
charge of various areas at WTC. She is the newest senior
executive. The other managers know each other well and
have worked together for many years. They are familiar with
the mechanics of the executive team, whereas Julia is not.
At her first few meetings with the executive team she still
felt out of place. Furthermore, the other managers are
mostly concerned with the company’s main products
(things), whereas Julia has to manage human resources
(people). This means that the other managers have similar
goals but these goals are different to Julia’s goals.

argument and topic
sentence: Answer to
first part of essay
question: why is
Julia experiencing
difficulties in the
executive team?
supporting
information

A related issue to Julia’s isolation within the executive team is
her non-participation in the team’s decision making. For
example, in the meeting she did not contribute to the
discussion at all. She was therefore left out of the decision
making process. When she tried to join in the discussion she
got cut off by the managing director. The executives were
guilty of groupthink because Julia did not steer the discussion
in the right direction or correct any misunderstandings.
Groupthink involved unintentional suppression of critical
thoughts where group members are so concerned to maintain
group unity that they become strongly inclined to agree with
the proposals put forward by the leader or a majority of the
group (Dunford 1992: p. 113).

related argument
and topic sentence
supporting evidence

Another reason Julia is experiencing difficulties is that there
are poor working relationships throughout the company.
These poor working relationships exist at managerial levels
as well as on the shop floor. These problems are particularly
significant for Julia in her role as the Human Resources

argument: there
are poor working
relationships throughout the company

analysis of problem
in theoretical terms
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Manager. She needs to find a way of building relationships
between managers and workers at the company so that
productivity can increase. However, her own poor relationship
with the executive team exacerbates this problem.
Perhaps the most significant problem for Julia is the male
dominated nature of the executive. As a female executive in
a male-dominated environment Julia does not seem to be
taken seriously. It is not mentioned in the case study but it
could be assumed that the executive managers are not
accustomed to having a female in the executive meeting.
The reason for the assumption is that they do not seem to
have respect for her point of view. They also regularly talk
about football at the start of a meeting which is not
commonly a sport in which women are interested.
Solutions to these identified difficulties of isolation, poor
working relationships, and the male dominated environment
are the focus of the next section. All of these solutions involve
improving interpersonal skills. Interpersonal skills are one of
the basics of team building. They involve strategies such as
open communication, assertiveness, participating in discussions
and building trust.

Communication and presentation

argument: the
executive team is
a male dominated
environment

supporting evidence

transition to next
part of essay
overview of main
points for second
section

use of headings to

When communicating it is important to try and positively
address difficulties: to identify negative thinking and identify
desired outcomes of interactions (Tingley 1996, pp. 14-15).
Julia will have to look at what she wants as the outcome of
her interaction with the executive team, and focus on how
she can positively address this. This will help her communication
with them to be specific and focussed.

organise information
recommendation:
Julia has to improve
her communication
skills

Being assertive
Julia needs to be more assertive in her presentations to the
executive. She will have to prepare thoroughly for the next
presentation. One of the points that she has to keep in mind
is that the first ten minutes is enormously important (Jeffries
and Bates 1993: p. 81). She will have to attract the team’s
attention at the outset. She could also include some of the

recommendation:
Julia has to be more
assertive when presenting to the executive
how she should
do this

LANGUAGE FEATURES:
Spoken and written language: In sections of this essay, the language is like spoken
language. For example, explaining cause is achieved through conjunctions such as
when or because. When she tried to join in the discussion she got cut off by the
managing director. The executives were guilty of groupthink because Julia did
not ... In formal written language cause would be more likely to be expressed as a
preposition, verbal group, or a nominal group formed through nominalisation. (See
the module ‘Academic Writing’ for an explanation of these terms.) For example:
Julia’s failure to guide the discussion can be attributed to/was due to the
executive team resorting to ‘groupthink’.
Everyday language is also present in this essay: e.g. Julia can look at improving her
skills. A more formal heading could be Improvement of interpersonal skills.
Why do these spoken language features occur? The identified language features
make the language more accessible for listeners. This means it is effective language
for a seminar presentation —something that is often required of consultants,
managers, etc. in the workplace. If you are unsure how formal your language should
be, check with your tutor, or pay close attention to the language features of your
textbook.
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concerns that the executives might have and solutions to
these concerns. It is very important for her to show the
urgency and seriousness of the problems. They have got to
come to terms with this before looking at the solutions such
as having teams. ‘Do not tell them to become a team’ rather
demand performance from them (Katzenbach and Smith
1993: p. 264). She should emphasise performance and this
in turn will force the company to work in teams. It is better
for her to establish and achieve a short term goal so that she
can have the confidence to work with the executives and
they can be confident working with her.

Persuasive
language: e.g.
have to; have got
to come to terms
…; persuasive
language realised
through strong
obligation is
another feature of
spoken language.

Participating in discussions
Julia should contribute to discussions and clarify misunderstandings. It is best to clarify any misunderstandings as soon
as they arise, so that one can steer the discussion (Jeffries &
Bates, 1984, p. 84). She should persist in her attempts to
participate in discussions, even if she gets cut-off, or interrupted.
The other members will soon realise that she needs to have a
say as well. If she does not persist with it, the other members
will probably think that she does not have anything of
importance to say or she is not sufficiently prepared for
the meeting.

recommendation
Julia should actively
participate in
discussions
supporting
information
how and why she
should do this

Building trust
In order to build trust it is important to be open about your
actions and interventions and to keep the commitments
made to the group (Cohen, Fink, Gadon and Willits, 1988:
p. 273). Julia has to try and get the group to trust her.
Katzenbach and Smith (1993, p. 214) have suggested that
the more open, constructive, and supportive the members
are, the more effectively they share useful information and
insights as well as help to motivate one another. It seems
that the executive group is not accustomed to open
communication. If they were, Alex Chan would not have a
problem taking part in the discussion and also he would not
need to be sarcastic. It is only when the group follows the
model of the Johari window where they share data openly
with each other, giving and receiving feedback (arena
quadrant) that they can start trusting each other. Usually
secrecy hinders trust.

recommendation
Julia should build
relationships of trust
and encourage open
communication

supporting information

Being taken seriously in a male dominated
environment
Research in Australia, USA and UK indicates that the executive
culture remains an overwhelmingly male domain (Sinclair
1995: p.4). This research shows that males are not used to
having females in executive positions and might not be
accustomed to listening to their opinions. “I want to be
taken seriously at work”, is a common plea of new employees,
young employees, and female employees who work in a maledominated environment (Tingley 1996, p. 100). Tingley
(1996: p. 111) suggests that in this situation one should be
brief, concise and specific, eliminating excessive words,
details, disclaimers and apologies. It is evident from the above
quote that females, young employees and new people have
a problem with being taken seriously. Most people would
encounter this problem sometime in their life. The important
thing is to persist and not be negative. Power in organisations

recommendation:
Julia should be
concise in her
communications
RELATING THEORY
TO PRACTICE
Throughout this
essay, the writer
identifies particular
management
theories, issues, or
arguments related
to the case study,
then discusses these
in regards to Julia’s
situation.
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LANGUAGE FEATURES OF HEADINGS:
In some instances the student’s headings contain a verb, such as ‘Being taken
seriously’, whereas in other instances the title is mostly nouns, ‘conflict resolution
and negotiation’. The title containing a verb is an ‘act of doing’ while the nominal
group title is represented as a ‘thing’. Which type of title do you think is more like
spoken language? Which type of title is more like written language? The type you
choose, will depend on your purpose, i.e. more informal, or more formal.
‘act of doing’ title with verb (informal)
title as ‘thing’ (more formal)
being taken seriously at work
professional acceptance
improving interpersonal skills
improvement of interpersonal
skills
resolving conflict
conflict resolution
maintaining good teams
team maintenance

is the ability to make things happen. (Kanter 1977). Julia
should try to be concise in her communication to overcome
barriers to the male domain. She should also be energetically
and enthusiastically working on ideas to make things happen.

Conflict resolution and negotiation
Julia should develop her skills in handling conflict, especially
intergroup conflict. She should expect conflict to occur
because she is trying to create change. She needs to negotiate
the changes with them. Her aim should be to have a win-win
outcome rather than a win-lose because her relationship to
the team is too valuable to approach it any other way.
Commitment is likely if the request is persuasive and shares
the leader’s task goals (Bartol et al. 1995, p. 451). The other
team members would have to be won over to Julia’s goals
before commitment is likely. She needs to look at researching
the problem, decide on key issues relevant to the conflict and
identify options and resources relevant to the conflict and its
resolution. In order to negotiate changes with the group, she
has to identify what is working for and against her; obtain
key information about the other members in her group;
strike the right balance in outcomes for herself and others.

recommendation
Julia should develop
negotiating and
conflict resolution
skills
supporting
argument
how she
should do this

Team building
Individualism of senior people conspire against teams at the
top. Specialisation may cause individuals to be more concerned
with their own work unit and have little appreciation of others’
needs and communication (Bartol et al. 1995, p. 506). It is
therefore important for executives to work harder at identifying
a common purpose. Julia needs to improve how the group
functions as a team. She should be aware of group norms.
She should find out which norms are task related and which
norms are counter-productive. These questions can give
valuable insights into the group and how to behave within it.
Where groups become very cohesive, there is a danger that
they become victims of their own closeness (Janis, 1972).
Julia has to keep in mind that groupthink could be a problem
when there is too much cohesiveness. It might be useful for
Julia to suggest someone to chair the meetings. Preferably
an objective person who can ensure that everyone gets a
chance to speak, who can stop some interruptions, manage
time and prevent one or two people from ‘hogging’ the time.

recommendation:
Julia needs to
improve how the
group functions
as a team

sentence structure:
the underlined
sentence does not
have a main clause.
It could be written
as This should be
an objective
person …
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Conclusion
This essay offered some solutions to the problems Julia is
facing working in a group. The important thing is that
outcomes are mostly superior to that of individuals. It is
therefore important to have a team that is working together
to accomplish a common purpose. It is also important for a
team to have a good mix of skills. There needs to be an
environment of learning and commitment. It is important
for individuals in a team to be individually accountable as
well as mutually accountable. It is important for members in
a team also to be able to communicate openly with each
other. Although this essay addressed mainly the problems
Julia was facing, there is need for the other members of the
executive group to work together and build characteristics
of a team.

Writing conclusions:
the first line of this
conclusion is
unnecessary.
Alternatively, state
in brief what the
solutions are:
‘The problems
Julia is facing
would be suitably
addressed by open
communication,
assertiveness, …’
conclusion: that the
suggested solutions
to Julia’s problems
would benefit not
only the individual
but the group
writer’s reflection:
broader application
of solutions is
relevant

Linking the reasons for Julia’s difficulties with the presentation of solutions:
In this essay the student has identified the reasons for Julia’s difficulties and has
offered solutions. However, the student has not systematically linked the solutions
to the identified problems. The essay would have benefited from clearer links
between each reason and the associated solution.

Note: the original student essay included a reference list. You must include a
reference list in the work you submit. Also, this essay is only one possible response
to the question.
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